Max’s Talk: Transcribed
Samples

• In the Magic Tree House..um…when the ninjas were
climbing up the tree, I and sometimes..I do that and um—
I have a big tree house where I live…um. My friend has a
tree house and it has doors in it, and there’s a slide inside
a sliding door…
• Ninja’s are all black, only for their eyes…I have read all
the magic tree house books and now there’s a new one at
my house.
• Here are the bits of the game. Here’s Jack, except it was
supposed to be Annie. I wrote Jack on Annie’s….
• Journal Reading: I like Winter of the Ice Wizard, as I
thought that the monster is very cunning but it wasn’t.
And is a fantasy…I did a game and how you play is you
have cards and they have five different categories like
magic and stuff…However, whoever has the biggest
number wins the cards. If someone has the same number,
they use the next card and use the same category.

William: Unique Roles
Negotiating & Renegotiating
Saw Andrew as
leader
Initially monosyllables
Cautious reader & writer
Keen observations:
commented on peers

Preferred to be in
real world
Increased
participation with
Harry Potter

Sharp memory
(spells, magic)
Immature behavior
Exuberant

William’s Talk: Transcribed Samples
• They met, wait, they met the ninja master, they
met the ninja master in a cave that is hid in a
mountain. That’s how I wrote it.
• Crucio, the spell Crucio wait.
• And torture. It’s like what people use to torture
people. The first Harry and his friends learn it in
the fourth book.
• Yeah, but they both die, but then Harry comes
back to life. I’ve not gotten there. But I just
know (smiles).
• Here, I’ll just tell you a couple more. Wingardium
Leviosa, it’s a spell used to lift an object.
• My, this is the rating, but this is Andrew’s page.
Max is the next.
• I liked the dragon book the best.

